
Our rich, premium quality, high
coverage cream makeup for masking
even the darkest tattoos, birthmarks

and skin discolorations.

Tattoo Cover™ is available in a range of

5 distinct shades to approximate a wide

variety of skin tones. The 5 colors are

available individually and also as the

Tattoo CoveRing™ which contains all 5

colors. Tattoo Cover™ is easy to apply

and very effective when the package

directions are closely followed. Brides,

executives, performers and job appli-

cants will all love being able to

completely cover visible skin designs

or imperfections.

Mehron has been the

leader in entertainment

and professional makeup

products for over 80 years.

We are dedicated to

offering innovative, high

quality products that perform

under the most demanding,

strenuous performance

conditions.

Tattoo Cover Performs.

Mehron, Inc.
Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977

www.mehron.com

PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP SINCE 1927

Tattoo
COVER™

TattooCOVERING™



Tattoo Cover™

and Tattoo
CoveRing™

Mehron’s Tattoo Cover™ cream

makeup is waterproof and rub

resistant when carefully applied

and appropriately powdered. It is

designed and formulated to provide

intense coverage of even darkly

pigmented tattoos and birthmarks.

Choose the Tattoo Cover™ shade

closest to your skin tone and apply

with a sponge using a patting

(stipple) motion. Set with Colorset

Powder™ then apply a cream

makeup foundation that

matches your natural

complexion over Tattoo

Cover™ using the stipple

technique. For a matte

finish, apply a final dusting of

Colorset Powder™ and mist

Barrier Spray™ over the area to

seal and protect.

Step 1:
Clean tattoo and
surrounding skin.

Step 2:
Pat on Tattoo Cover™

with a sponge.

Step 3:
Cover the entire design
with a patting motion.

Step 4:
Set Tattoo Cover™

with powder.

Step 5:
Pat cream makeup over

Tattoo Cover™.

Step 6:
Add stippled skin tones
and freckles (if desired).

Make Tattoos, Birthmarks And Other
Skin Discolorations Disappear!

Great for photography, modeling,
weddings and other special occasions!


